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Guarantor register the issued guarantee in the eTIR International System via E1: Register Guarantee Message. Also, Guarantor can cancel or query guarantee with E3: Cancel Guarantee and E5: Query Guarantee messages.

Guarantor provides a valid International Guarantee to the Holder.

Holder access to Guarantor for the Guarantee.

PILOT e-TIR SYSTEM
ISSUING & REGISTERING GUARANTEE

B2B
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E-TIR Returns
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E4: Cancellation results
E6: Query Results
The diagram illustrates the processes involved in the PILOT e-TIR SYSTEM. Here is a breakdown of the key points:

- **Holder** can use the TIR EPD module to declare his declarations, which include the E9: Advance Cargo Information Message data.
- IRU sends the Holder's Declaration to the eTIR system via EDI or web Services, which include the E9: Advance Cargo Information Message.
- Customs sends the I7: Record Advanced Cargo Information Message.
- Customs can use the Customs Declaration Module which includes the E9: Advance Cargo Information Message data.
- Holder can use the eTIR Web Interface to send Declarations to the eTIR system via EDI or web Services or use the eTIR Web Interface.
- I3: Get Holder information.

The diagram also indicates that B2C, C2C, and B2B routes are either out of scope or not decided yet.
**Turkish Customs**

- Customs sends
  - I1: Accept guarantee
  - I5: Query guarantee
  - I7: Record Advanced Cargo Information
  - I9: Start TIR Operation
  - I11: Terminate TIR Operation
  - I13: Discharge TIR Operation

**eTIR**

- eTIR sends
  - I15: Notify Customs Message
  - E7 Notify Guarantee Chain Message
  - And returns
  - I2, I5, I8, I10, I12, I14, I16 response messages

**International Center**

**Other Pilot Customs**

- Customs sends
  - I1: Accept guarantee
  - I5: Query guarantee
  - I7: Record Advanced Cargo Information
  - I9: Start TIR Operation
  - I11: Terminate TIR Operation
  - I13: Discharge TIR Operation

**C2B**

**C2C**

**C2C**

**ITDB**

**IRU**
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